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Financial stress could be costing
employers $250 billion annually 
in lost wages

Employees’ stress about their personal finances could be

costing U.S. employers up to $250 billion in lost wages

each year, according to a 2016 Mercer report which

surveyed more than 3,000 employees. 

“Employees reported spending approximately 150 hours

annually of their work time worrying about money,”

Mercer revealed. “On a total US wage bill of $5 trillion, 

this could be costing employers up to $250 billion in lost

wages each year.”

The Mercer study found roughly 73% of employees spend

anywhere from 2 to 20 hours or more at work every

month worrying about their personal finances.
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The Mercer study found
roughly 73% of employees
spend anywhere from 2 to
20 hours or more at work
every month worrying
about their personal
finances.
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Source: September 2016, Mercer survey, “Inside Employees’ Minds – Financial Wellness”
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Source: September 2017, PwC survey, “Special Report: Financial stress and the bottom line”



According to a report from Bank of America Merrill Lynch

Workplace Benefits, roughly 67% of Millennials said

financial stress overtakes their ability to focus and be

productive at work. PwC confirms the correlation of

financial stress and lack of productivity, while also taking

the issue one step further.

In the September 2017 study titled, “Special Report:

Financial stress and the bottom line”, PwC surveyed more

than 1,600 full-time employed U.S. adults and found that

30% of employees are distracted by their finances at work.

And if a company has a particularly large contingent of

Millennials, PwC found the numbers may be even more

dramatic given that 37% of Millennials say personal

finances issues are a distraction at work. 

“Of those who say they are feeling stress about their

personal finances,” PwC reported, “47% tell us they are

either missing work occasionally or that their productivity

at work has been impacted by financial worries. Half (50%)

say they are spending three or more hours each week

dealing with personal financial issues.”

Corporate America’s bottom line is struggling and will

continue to struggle as financial stress steadily rises, PwC

said after surveying the 12-month period ending

September 2017. 

Here’s an example of how a 10,000-
employee company might experience 
the average effects of financial stress 
in the workplace.
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30% of all
employees 
say they are distracted by
their finances at work.

37% of Millennials
say personal finance issues
are a distraction at work.

50% of those
distracted
say they are spending
three or more hours each
week dealing with
personal financial issues.
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is not the answer
to financial stress
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Higher salary levels generally shift
the focus of financial concerns

One might think the logical solution to financial worries

would be for employees to simply make more money.

Although there is some correlation between salary levels

and stress, higher salary levels tend to shift the focus of

financial stress from one issue to another.

If higher pay doesn’t result in lower financial stress, then

what could be the solution? The Mercer study concluded:

“Traditional approaches (such as trying to build financial

literacy by giving employees as much information as

possible) are less likely to promote financial wellness than

simply providing employees with tools that enable them

to make good decisions and take action – on their own –

without needing a high degree of financial literacy.”

The good news is that Inkwiry, revolutionary financial

planning software, can help companies mitigate financial

losses. When businesses give employees access to Inkwiry

– the very tools employees need to alleviate stress related
to personal financial worries – they can boost productivity

and improve the company’s bottom line.
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“Traditional approaches ...
are less likely to promote
financial wellness than
simply providing
employees with tools 
that enable them to make
good decisions and take
action – on their own –
without needing a high
degree of financial
literacy.”

What are your top financial concerns?*

Source: September 2017, PwC survey, “Special Report: Financial stress and the bottom line”

54% – Not having enough
emergency savings

44% – Not having enough
emergency savings

35% – Not being able to
meet monthly expenses

20% – Not being able to
meet monthly expenses

26% – Not being 
able to retire

34% – Not being 
able to retire

19% – Not keeping
up with debts

14% – Not keeping
up with debts

17% – Being 
laid o!

21% – Being 
laid o!

Salary
Under $75k

Salary
Over $75k

*Employees could choose up to two answers to this question
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American workers need a tool 
for financial and life planning

Employee financial stress can be mitigated when

employers give American workers the tools to take

control of their present finances while building a dream

for the future. 

The methodology of creating a 5, 10, 15 year financial plan

in Inkwiry, intelligent financial planning software, fosters

critical thinking, promotes financial and life planning

awareness as the user navigates 15 life events, and raises

financial literacy across the board.

Peace of mind comes when workers receive real-time

feedback on potential financial outcomes, understand

more about their own finances and gain self-confidence

around decision-making. As financial stress is mitigated, 

it follows that employees would be less distracted and

company productivity would rise, reducing the amount 

of lost wages due to stress.

Peace of mind comes
when workers receive real-
time feedback on potential
financial outcomes,
understand more about
their own finances and
gain self-confidence
around decision-making.



American workers need a tool that allows them to

confidently and efficiently make life decisions, and 

to do it on their own. One third of Americans do not have

any financial plan and 43% have not spoken to anyone,

including friends and family, about retirement planning. 

And, according to a Metlife study, 44% of Millennials want

their employer to help solve financial concerns. 

Businesses have a unique opportunity to improve

employee happiness, inspire loyalty and retention in a

time when attracting and retaining top talent is

increasingly difficult. 

Financial planning tools help employees illuminate their

career path and find solutions for the present while

building a roadmap to the future. If employers do not

address the need for financial planning, employees will

continue to be distracted and likely consider moving on 

to greener pastures. 

In fact, a 2017 ADP study finds job switching 

is at an all-time high:

• 63% of workers are open to leaving for another job

• 46% of employees would consider a job that matched

their current salary or paid less

• A 13% raise in pay would prompt someone 

to change jobs

• 47% of employees have walked away from a job that

did not meet expectations

• 27% of people change jobs annually, putting job

switching at an all-time high.

”Financial stress has a clear cost to employers and the

[Mercer] survey shows offering a financial wellness

program has both tangible and intangible rewards for
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33% of workers
do not have a financial
plan of any kind.

43% of employees
have not spoken to anyone
about retirement planning.

44% of Millennials
want their employer to
help solve financial
concerns.
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employers looking to differentiate their brand, improve 

the engagement of their people and add to the bottom

line in terms of enhanced productivity,” says Betsy Dill, 

US Financial Wellness Leader, Mercer.

“Driven by the above factors, we are seeing a significant

increase in the number of employers developing financial

wellness programs. These programs differ from employer

to employer based on the make-up of their workforce, the

industry in which they compete and their eagerness to

differentiate themselves in the increasingly difficult war for

talent,” explains Ms. Dill. 

“The potential opportunity cost resulting from financially

stressed employees is weighing on the minds of many

CHROs and CFOs. There is a real call to action across

corporate America to address this issue now.”

Businesses have a unique
opportunity to improve
employee happiness,
inspire loyalty and retention
in a time when attracting
and retaining top talent is
increasingly difficult.
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Traditional financial
planning doesn’t
work for most 
Americans



Employees are on information
overload and need an efficient way
to deal with financial issues

It’s not surprising that employees have a difficult time with

financial planning. Half of US workers (50%) make less

than $31,000 per year, and a 2016 Bankrate.com survey

reports only 37% of Americans have enough savings to

pay for a $500 to $1,000 emergency. 

For most Americans, following the traditional path of

hiring a financial advisor is out of the question. A

traditional, one-time financial plan costs between $1,500

and $2,500, plus fees and expenses for additional services,

typically at a rate of $150 – $300 per hour.

Personal finance, or finance in general for that matter, 

has a steep learning curve. In addition, traditional financial

planning requires the employee to gather and review

overwhelming amounts of information – data they must

read, analyze, understand and utilize to make financial

decisions. 

Twenty percent of U.S. adults say they are overloaded by

information, 27% believe information makes their lives

more complex. When asked if they agree that “a lot of

institutions I deal with – schools, banks or government

agencies – expect me to do too much information

gathering in order to deal with them,” 46% of Americans

say this statement describes them “very well” or

“somewhat well.”

So they can concentrate on work and be more

productive, employees need an affordable tool for

financial planning, software that presents financial life

planning in an understandable yet thorough manner. 

Employers easily can offer Inkwiry, an ultra affordable 

and dynamic financial planning tool as part of their

benefits packages.
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So they can concentrate
on work and be more
productive, employees
need an affordable tool 
for financial planning,
software that presents
financial life planning 
in an understandable 
yet thorough manner.
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Employees with access to 
Inkwiry, can design a dynamic plan
while building skills and financial
confidence

Inkwiry is the tool employees need to gain control of their
finances and design a dynamic plan without needing to
know the intricacies of financial planning.

This revolutionary software, which can be offered through
a typical benefits package, makes financial planning quick
and easy. With every move they make, users gain financial
knowledge, grow more confident, and develop the kinds
of skills that lead to wise decisions. 

Every employee with access to Inkwiry can build a 
5, 10, 15 year financial life plan called a Career Sketch.
Employees are empowered by Inkwiry’s Financial
Configurator to navigate life events such as pursuing more
higher education, career advancement opportunities,
investing, retirement accounts, buying/leasing a car,
budgeting for vacation and special purchases, buying a
home, buying real estate investment property, and other
situations that could trigger financial stress. 
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The user simply enters
data into the Financial
Configurator and Inkwiry
runs the numbers,
including tax estimations,
to produce an infinite
number of potential 
15-year financial plans. 



The user simply drags and drops life events to a timeline

and enters data into the Financial Configurator. Inkwiry’s

Simulator Engine runs the numbers, including tax

estimations, to produce an infinite number of potential 15-

year financial plans. In addition, Inkwiry has gathered and

organized all the resources necessary for users to easily

and accurately find and understand the data needed to

build their financial plan.

Using Inkwiry, American workers gain financial education,

which grows confidence and is proven to increase

engagement with financial advisory services such as a

financial wellness program. 

“Those employees with a more favorable self-rating of

their financial knowledge were more likely to engage with

a financial advisor and seek guidance in improving their

financial well-being. Confidence, therefore, likely has

more bearing than actual financial acumen on a worker’s

ability to improve his or her financial situation,” the Mercer

study reported.
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Using Inkwiry, American
workers gain financial
education, which grows
confidence and is proven
to increase engagement
with financial advisory
services such as a financial
wellness program. 

$

Inkwiry users drag and drop life events to a timeline, then fill in their details
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Within Inkwiry, employees may develop an infinite 

number of 5, 10, 15 year financial life plans, while having

access to a dynamic planning tool that can adapt at the

speed of thought. 

All in all, Inkwiry can lead to a more focused employee,

increased engagement with financial wellness programs,

and more contributions to retirement savings – in fact, 

it’s been shown that those with a financial plan in place

are 44% more likely to save more for retirement each year.

Employees will spend less time at work worrying about

personal finances, which will provide immediate cost

savings and increased productivity.

Inkwiry allows businesses to provide a unique,

technological offering. By giving access to Inkwiry,

employees may build a financial life plan for the next 

5, 10, 15 years that includes personal financial statements

driven by expectations of income and expenses,

acquisitions and divestments, investments and retirement

contributions, and personal and family moves such as

getting married or having children. 

Once the financial life plan is built via Inkwiry, employees

will have gained a much greater understanding of

personal finances and of their financial and life goals.

Furthermore, employees can leverage Inkwiry with their

families as they look to grow financial literacy, establish 

a financial plan, and strive for financial independence.

Employees will spend less
time at work worrying
about personal finances,
which will provide
immediate cost savings
and increased productivity.

The Inkwiry Dashboard 
shows a user’s active data, including 

key performance indicators.
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Inkwiry makes 
personal financial
planning easy
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Inkwiry is affordable, fast 
and effective

• It’s ultra affordable: An annual subscription provides

increased savings.

• It’s easy: Users simply drag and drop life events to a

timeline, enter their details, and Inkwiry does the rest.

• It’s effective: Career Sketching builds a dynamic plan

that adjusts to changing situations. Users can evaluate

their options to minimize risk and maximize reward.

• It’s visual and intuitive: Charts, graphs and other

visualizations provide deeper understanding of

financial data. Users may download reports and

financial statements.

• It’s fast: When users change one value, Inkwiry

instantly reconfigures the data for results at the speed

of thought.

• It’s accessible, anytime, anywhere: Data and scenarios

always are within the immediate grasp of users.

• It’s shareable: Users can collaborate with friends and

family and trusted colleagues, sharing career sketch

ideas and scenarios.

Career Sketching builds a
dynamic plan that adjusts
to changing situations.
Users can evaluate their
options to minimize risk
and maximize reward.
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Inkwiry helps solve 
the monetary drain caused by
employee financial stress

Working with Inkwiry can provide a long-term solution to

the monetary drain placed on US employers by employee

financial stress. 

Businesses that provide employees with access to Inkwiry

will find long-term value in:

• Higher productivity and revenue as employees focus

on the job at hand instead of being distracted by

financial stress.

• Increased financial self-confidence among employees

after they build a 15-year, dynamic financial plan that

can be adjusted moving forward.

• Employees who, while working through Inkwiry, hone

critical thinking skills, develop greater awareness and

boost their financial literacy.

• Improved employee happiness, trust and greater

employee retention. The Mercer study concludes

“employees with access to financial wellness have

over twice the job satisfaction and higher levels of

trust than those without access.”

The return on investment for businesses could be

significant. Using PwC figures, each distracted employee

spends approximately 138 hours or more per year on

financial issues while at work. At an average wage of

$17.24 per hour, this amounts to lost wages of $2,379.12

per year per employee.

It makes sense for businesses to provide Inkwiry 

as part of their benefits packages. Inkwiry is the ultra

affordable financial planning tool that presents a true 

win-win solution for companies and their employees.
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138 hours per year
is the average time spent
by each employee
distracted by financial
issues at work.

$2,379.12 per year 
is lost per each
distracted employee,
figured at an average wage
of $17.24 per hour.



Financial Stress Could Cost US Employers 
up to $250 Billion in Lost Wages Annually

Millennials Spend a Big Part of Their Work Day 
Stressed Out by Their Finances

Millennials want financial advice at work

PwC 2017 Employee Financial Wellness Survey

Why Workplace Financial Programs Are Hot
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For further
information

For more information about how Inkwiry can help your

company and its employees to thrive, please send an

email to James G. DeLuca at jgdeluca@inkwiry.com.
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